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Being conferred in Mumbai India as one of the world’s top
awardees in the World Education Congress 2013 (WEC), Gulf
College’s CEO and Chairman Dr. Issa Sabeel Issa Al Bulushi
again brought home another superb laurel to the Sultanate of
Oman when the General Secretariat of Arab-Latin America
and the Caribbean (CARLAC) declared him as its new top
Council Member in the Arab region, report from the letter of
CEO Dr. Leonel Fernadez said.
The rarity of his outstanding
academic experience paves him
the route for the CARLAC General Secretariat under the baton
of former Dominican Republic
President CEO Dr. Leonel Fernadez to put him significantly in
the distinguished array of highly

qualified international council
members thus conferring him
the notable designation as new
Council Member from the Sultanate of Oman, an honour that
inks a record in the history of
the country.

His except i o n a l
achievem e n t
reaching a
bizarre
new height
is reflected
from
his
continued
effort
in
Dr. Issa Al Bulushi
e xp l o r i n g
opportunities for investment
partnership, strengthening educational and cultural ties and
coordinating international relations between Arab and Latin
American countries.
Asked about the challenge he
freshly received from CARLAC,

In academic affiliation with
Staffordshire University, UK

Dr. Issa hopes to sustain his
dynamism in meeting today’s
fast-paced business environment and in developing stronger
economic, cultural and political
ties for a singular purpose of
putting Arab regions in the globalized economy and public
sphere despite of tremendous
domestic and international challenges.
He disclosed humbly that being
a council member is a privileged
opportunity in exchanging essential views and ideas and in
learning international benchmarked business and academic
practices to boost positive development in the region.

GC holds induction programme
This is what Dean Dr. Taki Al
Abduwani emphatically accentuated as he represented
the Board of Directors (BoD)
in welcoming the new students from the three Faculties
during the general Induction
Programme held at H-Hall.
“We aim for your successful
stay at GC,” Dr. Taki further
elaborated, “thus I present to
you some important information
relevant to your studies,” he
added in Arabic since it is the
language used during the welcome ceremony to outdo language barrier during the induction programme.
Dr. Taki discussed thoroughly
the credit accumulation transfer,

grade point system,
academic information,
assignment
suband learners’ agreemission and the
ment and receipt.
incoming inauguraThe library resources,
tion of new Mabela
learning resource cencampus.
tre, computing faciliThe executive officties, electronic link with
ers as well gave Dr. Taki Al Abduwani Staffordshire University
their words of inspie-library, and other
ration after which the assigned support services were likewise
tutors in the three Faculties presented through campus tour,
convened the students by de- power point presentation, hands
partment in separate halls and on experience and demonstraconducted comprehensive ori- tion.
entation for three days as It is noted that the institutionalscheduled.
ised induction programme of
During the departmentalised GC is commended by OAAA as
induction programme, the tutors reflected in the 2011 audit rediscussed the primary rules and port of the said accrediting body
regulations of GC, introductory of Oman.

Dean Dr. Taki Al Abduwani (Top) addresses the new students of GC (L) while the officers (R) listen
during the orientation programme at J-Hall.

Assistant
Dean
for
Quality Assurance Dr.
Shameena
Mehtab distributed the
results
of Dr. Shameena Mehtab
the
Tutor
Monitoring System (TMS) to
the staff of the three Faculties of GC. This is a part of
the TMS procedure to disseminate the performance
evaluation to fundamentally
communicate direct feedback
which
eventually
guides job performance.
Upon receiving the result,
each staff fills out the personal evaluation form along with
the agreed action plan geared
towards staff development
calendar of the college. The
results reflect four major areas: tutor observation (25%),
tutor evaluation by students
(25%), line manager evaluation (25%) and module outcome (25%).
Dr. Shameena stressed in her
visit to the three faculties that
the giving of results aims for
(Page 2)
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Having invested on improved academic services to students, the administration of Gulf College announced
this semester its mandate to maximise the use of
Turnitin software in the three Faculties, Dean Dr. Taki
Al Abduwani cited in his email message to Mr. Manhel
Munir Shaker , Head of Centre for Information System.
To materialise the directive, Mr.
Manhel conducted series of
workshops to the staff of the
three Faculties so that everyone
in the academe understands the
scope and rationale of the software.
During the workshop, the tutors
have learned that the technology can benefit the assessment
process in significant ways,

helping to make the process
more efficient for the staff and
enhancing learning experiences
of GC students.
Mr. Manhel said that the
Turnitin allows academics to
devout more time in developing
high quality feedback.
“The Turnitin incorporates the
use of three major tools that
supports
originality
check,

Al Ruya Magazine representatives (2nd and 3rd from L) are
flanked by the students who were interested to join the 2013
Youth Initiative Award competition.
Al Ruya Magazine does not
only focus its mission on
media and publication but
also extends to educational
institutions as its Editorial
Board talked its aim to
Oman’s colleges and universities where GC belongs by
encouraging youths whose
age ranges from 18 to 40 to
participate in its Youth Initiatives Award this year.
With the collaborative efforts
and initiatives of Deputy Dean
for Academic and Research
Dr. Bilal Al Omary and Student
Affairs Coordinator Mr. Mohammed Fuad, the students
convened at GC’s H-Hall for
the first round of session to
orient the students the details
and procedures of the compe-

tition.
Mr. Mohammad Ridha, Madrin
Al Maqtoomi, and other journalists represented Al Ruya
Magazines during their visit
which commenced with the
simple lecture on the procedure and an open forum where
the students asked freely their
questions about the event.
Dr. Bilal hopes the GC students to participate in the academic competition. “I challenge
the three Faculties to come up
with initiatives that would qualify them for the said award,” Dr.
Bilal emphatically said in motivating the heads to spearhead
in their own department of
preparing the students in the
said competition.

grade mark and peer mark,”
Manhel said, “the software can
check students’ output for unoriginal content thus helping students avoid plagiarism, can
allow tutors to grade and provide feedback, and can support
peer evaluation among students
in the three Faculties,” he disclosed.
The tutors from the three Faculties agreed in an interview during the workshop that Turnitin is
useful because it allows the
students to do several processes like submitting assignment,

receiving grades and feedbacks
anywhere and anytime at their
convenience.
This prompted Dr. Taki to say,
“It is very important that we
maximise the features and the
benefits of the Turnitin.” With
this message, he tasked the IT
department to collaborate with
the Faculty of Computing Sciences in creating an implementation plan for the current semester.

In an initiative to sustain the
institutionalised induction
program of GC, Mr. Rizwan
Ahmed, Assistant Dean for
Affiliation Affairs (ADAA),
conducted at J-Hall two sessions of orientation workshops to the nominated faculty members from the three
Faculties who are tasked to
spearhead significantly the
three-day induction programme to the new students.
During the workshops, Rizwan
underscored the procedure
along with the induction pack
and relevant materials to be
strictly and effectively implemented to ensure high achievement of the objectives of GC’s
induction programme.
“We need to give the utmost
orientation to our students to
guide them in their optimum
academic pursuit at GC”,
Rizwan opined, “for this is our
goal we basically want to be
known for,” he added.
During the sessions, the induction packs were distributed to
the tutors who were likewise
asked to reproduce the same
for distribution to the new students.

The packs
include the
schedule,
primary
rules and
regulations
of the college, academic information, Mr. Rizwan Ahmed
learner’s
agreement (LA) and acknowledgment receipt (AR) and
award structure, to mention a
few.
The tutors were asked to collate
and submit documents like attendance sheets, LA and AR to
the office of the ADA.
Likewise, Rizwan underscored
the importance of active involvement of the students thus
he suggested the use of group
discussion and open forum as
strategies in discussing the induction packs.
Rizwan disclosed, “The administration believes in our full capacity; thus, I challenge you all
to start this academic semester
with a very laudable induction
programme for our students
since this is primarily the first
encounter they will have at GC.”

P 1 Shameena releases TMS… mance stands with our organi-

goal setting and performance
reinforcement to keep abreast
with organizational goal and
philosophy. We should collaborate together to gain advantage
pertaining to how our job perfor-

zational expectations and how
our relationships can grow with
enhanced focus and trust at
Gulf College,” Dr. Shameena
further elucidated.

Science Info :
Water Conservation Tips and Facts
Turn off the water while brushing your teeth. Saves
three gallons each day.
Turn off the water while shaving. Fill the bottom of the
sink with a few inches of water to rinse your razor.
Saves three gallons each day.
·If you use a low-flow showerhead, you can save 15
gallons of water during a 10-minute shower.
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Just one night in a class of 14, I felt
bad when one student blatantly told
me a remark: “It was nothing, plain
nothing. Walla, I swear.” Meaning,
he got only a morsel from the lesson,
he did not understand the lesson
well despite the preparation and the
good presentation I made.
Never did I, honestly speaking, receive such a remark from a student
in my 17 years of teaching. I was
stabbed that
Classroom Story
fateful night
because
I
had a bruising feeling and wallowing
self-pity. It was only this year I received such a remark from my students and that night really ruined my
interest. Whenever my encounter
with Saleh (not his real

began! Me at the front of a fleet of
the battle! The disturbance in me
created by the remark urged me to
do better and to yield a better remark
this time.
Too eager to meet them again in my
evening class, I tripled my effort.
The chance was excellent, Saleh was
there. Yet, too ironical, the worst
came! Similar behavior was elicited.
Not only Saleh but also the whole
class shrieked out. Neither a single
smile nor a nod I got from them. The
more I prepared, the more it got
worst. What a paradox of life. I
closed my discussion with composure still. Dog tired, walked like a
wet chick. Upon entering the faculty
room, I was frightened by their happy

name) keeps on daunting in my
mind, a trauma springs from the
windows of my heart. A bad feeling
conjured up wistful picture of frustration. This is not the kind of story
I’d normally experienced; a far cry
from my previous teaching genre I
love and prefer. Yet, I must and I
have to do my work. If I enjoyed my
17 years of teaching, the more that I
should lust for more years of teaching more so that I am here in Oman.
The remark fed my soul with pain.
The power of the words drew vivid
colors of heartbreaks. Cannot afford
to just accept the infelicitous fate, I
needed to outdo the consuming effects of my silence to Saleh’s remark.
The following day, it was again my
class from which I got the remark.
Going to my classroom at I-Block I
wondered if my plan would ring
true. As I pulled up to the floor, I
thought, “The plan would suffice as
set.” I seized one moment to take a
breath, and then I did not notice I
was there already in front of my
class. Saleh was there again staring
at me. Trembling with my experience, I got anxious.
You know what? That night became
worse! Saleh was uninterested till I
dismissed my class. As a fact, I even
prepared much for the lesson during
the weekend sacrificing my strolling
at Muttrah souq so I could prove that
the remark was not true. But I totally
failed for apparently my effort did
not reap what I have sown.
The fang of the remark was on my
neck beginning to ruin my ego and
my self-esteem. I could not sleep
well that night. The fight, my fight

faces which were absolutely different from mine. My wrinkledforehead was totally not like their
simmering mystic Mona Lisa smile
teeming on their cheeks. Grinning at
them in full pretensions with my
secrets behind my mind, I slouched
on my table and joined them in their
frolics. However, it was really very
hard to pretend while depression was
pulling me aback. Frustration could
not be denied because it kept on
irking me. I finally withdrew from
them. The secret wanted to burst out
in my mouth but my mind was
strong to keep it in the howl of pretension. So on that night, my frustration remained a secret. Just for myself. Really, it was just for me alone.
One evening, while I was proctoring
a mock examination in a reading
class at FFS, one student called my
attention.
“What
is
conflict?”
he

Students ask questions
because they are thinking… here lies the key to
my depression, absorb the
questions of students and
facilitate learning by motivating students to talk
and to share.
asked.“Conflict is the problem to be
resolved in the story,” I plainly answered.
“What is a problem?” another student
from
my
left
inquired.“Anything that is caused by a
change of event,” I answered.

PERSPECTIVES

Is it fair?
Expats are growing fast like mushrooms in the city corners of Oman.
This impelled ROP’s Directorate
General of Passports and Residence to give family status for
those expatriates only whose salary
is RO600 or more. The decision
was made after a high-level study
to regulate the expats workforce.
Is this fair enough for the expats?
(Wafa Al Balushi)
Society Talk
Are all in?
More than half a million of students headed to the different
schools as school year 2013-2014
kicked off this month. The figure is
high, isn’t it? But, how about those
who are not schooling at all, left in
the village because they do not
have means? Is the government
doing anything for them to go to
school? Are the 2000 new teachers
added to faculty across the Sultanate enough to meet the academic
and co-curricular needs of the students? (Raba Abdulazis)
Is that enough?
The Ministry of Awqaf and Reli“What does event mean?” another
student at the rear front shouted.
“Ah, it is a happening or activity,” I
quickly answered.
The questions were never-ending
silk helix coiled on the floor of the
classroom. The class went noisy. I
blurted out, got out from my patience. “Excuse me, is this a mock
exam? While seated in front of them,
reflecting on their deafening silence
played idly in my mind. “Why do
these students keep on asking questions?” I began to throw queries into
my mind as I rubbed my chins grimly. Then suddenly I remembered
Saleh, the frightening remark began
to flash every minute I spent inside
the room.
Week after I went again to my classroom. I did not actually plan, I did
not bring any, I did not talk. I just
wanted to dilly-dally the one-hour
class, I just wanted to listen, I just
wanted how reverse psychology
would work for Saleh and the whole
class. Then Saleh stood up and
asked; another student stood up,
talked and answered. The story started. Asking and sharing, that is the

gious Affairs announced October
15 as the start of Eid Al Adha.
Musing over the celebration, Eid
Al Adha in Oman was very festive.
Many families offered their sacrifice: goat, sheep or cow. Children
wore their new apparels and put on
their leather footwear. Thousands
visited beaches and clubs. Are all
these enough for eid? What do you
think? How about its spiritual and
moral aspect? (Khalil Mohammed)
Is it a good plan?
There is royal directive to convert
Sultan Qaboos Port in Muttrah into
a tourist port and to transfer all
commercial activities to the Sohar
Industrial Port. The plan is good
but it seems that it creates a more
expensive
and
complicated
transport logistics to traders, importers and warehousing and distribution sectors for they have to shift
shipping to Sohar, tens of kilometers away from Muscat City. The
project is good but the tourist port
could have been put up in other
places like Qantab which is still
underdeveloped than stopping
trading activity in the port. Is this
not a better plan? (Saif Al Gafri)
game! Saleh smiled, the other nodded, some cheered, a few of them
answered. The battle of the questions
and answers began, with me as the
audience in the arena. Surprised, it
was an unexpected release of bright
ideas. It was just like an accordion
on every track of music, evocative
and reactive!
“Aha, students are asking questions
because they are thinking,” I caught
the thought. The strategy was richly
rewarded. I foresee myself teaching
in my next class, armed with the
newly discovered strategy — and
here lies the key to my depression,
absorb the questions of students like
lyrics to enjoy and facilitate learning
by motivating students to talk and to
share. Never mind for the meantime
their difficulties in the language use.
That’s it! I got the tricky misery
behind the remark of Saleh, an answer to my depression. From the
blatant remark, I got the gist that
learning takes place only when the
mind is not spoon fed with truckload
of lecture notes instead when the
mind begins to question data and to
create divergent thoughts. (Tony)
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Travel and Culture

It seems that it was a mistake
decision to go to Puerto Princesa. That was at first but it came
to be my lifetime trip at the end.
The sun, sand, sea and river are
all painted in my mind making it
an eternal experience I forever
cherish.
My destination was in Waliyat 4
Puerto Princesa. It is actually
the least densely populated city
in the Philippines which is globally popular as tourist city with
awesome pristine beach resorts,
virgin forests and seafood restaurants.
Since I did not have any single
idea on how to go around the
city, I made my hotel attendant
to arrange a tour for me the following day. On the first day of
our tour, our agent headed us to
the Subterranean River National
Park aka St. +Paul's Subterranean River National Park which
is a highly protected area of the
province because it is the 7th
Wonder of the World, prestigious international trophy every
local holds. This park is actually
more popularly known as Underground River lying in Saint Paul
Mountain Range on the northern
coast of the island. I got simple
geography lesson as the tourist
guide informed our group that it

is
bordered by St. Paul Bay
to the north and the Babuyan
River to the east. I am so elated
that I have witnessed this wonder of the world. Canoeing for
roughly a kilometer from the
estuarine inside the mountain, I
saw in the underground river
some falls on the second floors,
dome cave measuring 300 m,
rock formations, large bats,
deep holes, more endless river
channels and marine creatures.
The park is an abode of lowland
evergreen tropical rainforest,
riverine forest, beach forest, and
mangrove forest. I never knew
all these types of forests but I
clearly saw the differences when
my eyes have set on them on
this national park. On a placard,
I read “800 plant species from
300 genera and 100 families,
252 bird species, 30 mammal
species and 19 species of reptiles live in this forest.” To my
surprise I even actually saw
monkeys sitting on the centuryold vines, bearded pig, bear cat,
primate porcupine and stink
badger all naturally undisturbed
roaming around for food in the
forests. We rode again on a
motorized boat as we went back
to the port where hundreds of
tourists bargain for sea pearls

from the local peddlers. I got 4
sets of them at low prices. After
which we had a free side trip to
see the Ugong Rock. It is actually a 75-foot limestone formation
in the middle of farmlands and
karst forests located near the
Underground River. I have to
admit that we were all tired from
scouring our first destination yet
we were all in sync when we
arose together from our seats
for spelunking and zip line. I
enjoyed the very refreshing view
of the whole village at the deck
atop the Ugong Rock. From
zenith, we all did the zip line as
our fastest way of reaching
down. I wanted to take my second chance but it was getting
dark especially that we have to
travel for more than 1 hour more
to reach our hotel at the city
proper.
The second day was more exciting. It is actually the Honda
Bay, a bay on the eastern shore
of the island of Palawan, which
made me select Puerto Princessa as my summer vacation spot.
It is because I have learned from
my friends back home and at the
same time surfed from the internet that it is ideal for snorkeling
and diving.
Another agent picked me up
from my hotel at 9 AM. We rent-

Latest report in October
revealed three alarming frequencies
of inevitable water shortage in Al
Khuwair, Al Ghubra and Madinat
Sultan
Science /Environment
Qaboos. It was a mess in almost
households for they have to rush to
buy bottled water in neighbouring
stores. This is a trickle of scenario
that creeps into consciousness of
society today.
During those days, one father said
pithily while at the store that he has
to buy at least 30 pieces of 1.5 litre
a day since his 3 children have to
use 10 bottles each to take a bath.
How many did this during those
days of water shortage? People
realize only the importance of water
when shortage comes but people
tend to waste it when in abundance.
It is absolutely ironic yet profoundly true which should be accepted
and acted upon.

Nobody wants threats of water
shortages. This is one of the causes
of which environmentalists in the
Arab region hold significantly a
symposium in Muscat City to assess the environmental aspects that
pose serious challenges and threats.
Dr. Salim Mubarak Al Hatrushi,
chairman of the committee of the
symposium on environmental problems in the Arab world, said that
there is a need to minimise threats
of water shortage, pollution and
climate change. He called for the
need for more efforts and initiatives
on conservation and sustainable use
of natural resources.
Akin to this, it is very basic for
Oman to carry out more in depth
researches to analyse environmental
problems and search for underlying
causes and mechanism inherent in
them so us to guide the Sultanate in
policy and decision making.
The symposium ended but its ap-

parent cause is ceaseless. Its cause
is not in vain if all will join the
Arab’s environmentalists in their
goal. If the locals will not, expect
more water shortage and harsh
effects of relentless carelessness.
As they say, regrets always come at
the end and remorse in blacksmith
fire could not outdo the effect.
What profit people gain if they lose
natural resources, the source of
life? It should not surprise the society that one day people go limp if
they refuse to free themselves from
not believing the profound truth of
addressing environmental problems
enslaving humanity.
Addressing environmental issues is
now our 24/7 business. Oman has
the power if the locals will. There is
still a choice, needless to doubt, but
time is of the essence. Responsibility is not state of the mind, environmental issues need responsible
actions now. (From Editor’s Desk)

ed snorkeling and diving gadgets on our
way to the bay. At the seaport,
we road on a rented boat and
travelled to nearby islands, almost all in less than 45 minutes
from the shore where we left our
van. We hopped from Cowry
Island. I was so sluggish that I
was the last to discover the
school of fish in a floating cottage. True, really true, Honda
Bay is ideal for snorkeling. Coral
reefs and thousands of fish are
common sights in 5-10 metres
deep from the shore. I swam
with the fish and danced with the
seaweeds. Starfish are commonly found near islands such
as Starfish Island, the second
island we visited. I had the
chance to take photos with the
big starfish.The sun seems
brightest in the third island of
Honda Bay with the sky reflected in the crystal clear water. The
island teems with coconut trees
and soft white sands which the
tourists love the most.
Inevitably, I bid adieu to my hotel attendant for I have to catch
my 9:00 o’clock flight back to
Manila. I took a gum out from
my bag tagged on my right
shoulder, looking quiet as I
rolled a brisk gaze to the city
proper of Puerto Princesa, a
place where I got stories to
share. (Ahmed Almoqbali)
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